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New Members Night! — ALL Members Night!
This is one of our favorite meetings.

Nov 4 Business Meeting, Signature, 7pm

This night will star... you! Each and every one of you!

Nov 11 General Meeting

What a fun night this will be! We have so many new members
to learn about. They have a wide variety of backgrounds,
each with their own unique stories to tell.

Celebrate our Members
Dec ?? KSNA Airport Appreciation Night
Stay Tuned!
Dec 13 Holiday Luncheon, 2pm

Two of our members earned their PPLs recently—
**congratulations to them!
We'll also learn about our ongoing members. Every year,
we learn just a little bit more about each of our pilots. In fact,
you may be quite surprised what you'll learn. This night always
brings us a little closer together. This is a great time to ask
aviation career questions, find a mentor, or become a mentor.

Newport Landing
Information inside

When:

Wednesday, November 11th
6:30 pm Hangar Flying
Member sharing begins about 7 pm

Jan 24, 2016—Winter Workshop—San Carlos

Where:

Home of Pam Doddridge
Watch your e-mail for directions
& address closer to the event.

Apr 22-24, 2016—Spring Section Meeting
Flabob Airport/Riverside

Refreshment Committee

OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots that
promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight.

Would the following members please co-ordinate with
Cheryl Cotman at 949-723-1097 no later than Nov 7
Carol Bennett*
Alex DuPue
Pam Doddridge*
Linda Eldridge
Kiersten Ellis
Irene Engard
Marlene Garraffa
Becky Valdez*
* Volunteered for this month’s snacks

Where will life lead you?

Are you just along for the ride or are you designing your own path? I’m looking forward to each day, are you? I get
very excited about our chapter and the wonderful members we have. I wish all of you were along with me at the
Southwest Section meeting in Santa Cruz.
We always cover the business of the Section. The highlights of the business meeting are on the next page.
Greater than handling the business of the Section is the friendships you forge with other women pilots from all over
the country and world. Each time I go to Section or International, it is like a mini family reunion, always with new
family members added.
In January the Winter Workshop will be held on Sunday, January 24, 2016 at the Hiller Aviation Museum on the west
side of San Carlos Airport (SQL). Since we are hosting the January 2017 Winter workshop, perhaps you should plan to
attend to see how it is done? Sounds like a “fly-in” to me.
Since many of you have not been able to attend Section, we are bringing
Section to you. Next April…… we will be meeting at Flabob Airfield. This
meeting is hosted by the entire section and EAA #1, so different chapters are
handling various aspects of the event. The Orange County Chapter is creating
the “goody” bag that is presented to each registered Ninety-Nine. It is always
fun to see what goodies have been included. We have the bags—donated by
Jeppesen. 120 bags to fill with surprises for “our” guests. The host hotel is the
Riverside Marriott with rooms at $126/nite, no matter how many guests you
put in the room (well, hotel sez double occupancy). Registration begins
November 1 on the SWS website.
Stay tuned for some surprises for any members who have never attended a
section meeting.
We have a lot to be thankful for.

Irene

The business of the Section, brought to you by your Chairman, Irene Engard.


Section budget was amended & approved to send $1500 each to AE Scholarship, Museum of Women
Pilots, 99s Endowment Fund, Int’l Building Maintenance Fund, Women’s Achievement Award (NIFA) and
AE Museum.



Thanks to all who voted their e-mail address—99s won 2nd place in the Lightspeed competition—$8K



Discussion was invited for creating a Section Scholarship.



Award of Achievement nominations are due at end of year. (Recognized at International)



We need to get our compass rose measurements to Lynn Meadows (Reno High Sierra) - Airmarking
award (Spring Section)?



Jeanne Fenimore (San Fernando Valley) wants to challenge our chapter to something…..we are about the
same size in members.



Electronic voting will be on the agenda at International (Ottawa). Bylaws will need to be changed to
approve electronic voting and Standing Rules will need to define “how” we handle this.



Headquarters had a Technology Audit and has made changes to safeguard our information.



Headquarters– cracks in the building are being checked to insure stability of our building. The stairs will
be replaced once the building is pronounced sound.



There is a mobile application for smart phones (android & iphone). We can have our 99s directory on our
phone. Look in the members only area of Int’l site (main page).



New members are sent both SWS and International log-on information in their welcome letter from Lynn
Meadows (SWS membership).



Reminder—$10 initiation fee has been dropped. Full membership is just $65.



NIFA (National Intercollegiate Flying Association) will hold local competition at Brackett field (POC) on
Nov 3-6, 2015. 7 schools competing. Help needed. Virginia Harmer (San Gabriel Valley) is our contact.



Kathy Chung and Frankie Clemens will be interviewed in San Diego and added to the Oral History for our
Section.



Dorothy Norkus (San Diego) lists items for sale by 99s chapters—see the link on the opening page of the
SWS website.



If you completed any FAA Wings Certificate in 2015—send a copy of certificate or the email from FAA
with a photo of you and your airplane to Carol Andrews, SWS 99s Wings Safety Program—
charley.alpha@theunion.net



99s merchandise is available at http://99schaptersales.wix.com/buy99s - under “resource center” Int’l
website -no log-in necessary.



Now is a good time to register for International Conference in Ottawa next July (favorable exchange rate).



That’s all folks. (Or I should say—that is all I could decipher from my cryptic notes.)

Southwest Section meeting. Friday night—Building Relationships
The transportation

Diane & Celia—inside in comfort.
Many of us rode outside—closer to nature.

The décor added to our fun evening.
Crossing the 1909
Steel Truss Bridge

We enjoyed an
outdoor barbeque
and topped off the
evening roasting
marshmallows.

Irene & SWS Governor,
Barbara Crooker—waiting for
their ride.

Irene & Linda Mae
Draper (Reno Area)
try their hand at
roasting
marshmallows
without torching
them.

Coming around the track, track, track, track—
Smoke stack on its back, back, back back……….

Save the date—Sunday December 13, 2015 at 2pm
Holiday Luncheon
Newport Landing - 503 E. Edgewater, Newport Beach, CA 92661 949-675-2373
We have the Blue room reserved just for us. The cost is $24 per person.
Clam Chowder or Garden Salad
Coffee, Tea or Soda
Choose One : Potato Wrapped Salmon—with lemon caper sauce & jasmine coconut rice OR
Filet Skewer—1/3 lb of filet mignon skewered, red rose potatoes & steamed vegetables OR
Grilled Vegetable Platter—Eggplant, zucchini, tomato, carrot, bell peppers, mushrooms, spinach in garlic soy balsamic
No Host Bar will be available for our enjoyment.
Reserve your seat before December 5th—e-mail Becky Valdez - fxala@hotmail.com
Information needed:
Your name
Your guest’s name
Food choice for each attendee (indicate FISH—BEEF—VEGE)
Send checks payable to “OC 99s” to Irene Engard, 931 Presidio Dr, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Or pay by credit card on our website http://oc99s.sws99s.org/ via the “Donate” button.
In our tradition of giving—we will collect unwrapped gifts for the children at Orangewood Children’s Home (toddlers
to age 18).

‘Tis the season to be thankful. In years past our chapter members have
demonstrated their gratitude by stuffing stockings for the troops and their
families. Last year we presented the USS Midway military coordinator with 99
stuffed stockings. This year we are simplifying by collecting goodies, not
necessarily in stockings.
If you wrap a gift or create a stocking, please label
it Male/Female & Adult/Child. Whatever is gathered
by November 20th will be taken to the USS Midway
by Peter & Patty Murray.
Watch your e-mail for more information on this
project.

STOP DROP & ROLL

LET'S GET FIRED UP FOR A POT LUCK DINNER
WITH KSNA Fire Station Firemen
This was the invitation for the meeting on Oct 14, however
the firemen weren’t there!

Because – they were on

the east side of the airport scooping up an unfortunate
Mooney that had landed gear up. While the firemen were
gone, Irene conducted the meeting, introduced new
people, and we enjoyed appetizers. Finally the firemen
returned and, of course, we wanted to know the “details”,
which they could not share.

So we all enjoyed dinner,

and camaraderie. The dessert highlight was a cake
celebrating Karen Vaughn’s recent PPL – congratulations,
Karen!

Diane to Irene “Get to the point.”

The spread, waiting for the firemen.

Taking care of business.

Vice-Chairman, Becky Valdez with Karen
Vaughn, beaming after completing her PPL!

The firemen are back & we have a
surprise for Karen.

Patty Murray & newest member,
Marsha Arteaga.

A bunch of cupcakes, disguised as one large cake—
how clever!

Always great to see Barbara Ward and Eleanor Todd.

Next time, shall we invite the firemen to join us for the entire time??

Thanksgiving at Bahia de Los Angeles, Mexico
Mary Van Velzer
At dawn, after loudly calling "clear prop" out the window of our Piper Cherokee 140, Vince fired up the plane’s Lycoming
140 horsepower engine and departed Meadowlark Airport in Huntington Beach, California. "Scud running" above the
Pacific Ocean on November 21,1979, Vince and I looked forward to enjoying Thanksgiving at Bahia de Los Angeles,
Baja, California. He pointed the nose of our single engine, low wing bird, to the south. Dense morning fog made it necessary to scud run as neither one of us was instrument rated. Scud running is flying at low altitude under the clouds over
the ocean or sparsely inhabited terrain. With the fog clearing as we approached Oceanside, he climbed out to an altitude
of 5500' on our way to Tijuana. When flying into Mexico, it’s necessary to clear Customs and obtain a temporary Inmigracion Permit. This exercise is an adventure in itself when one is met with machine gun toting Federales, especially if
one’s Spanish is limited. After refueling and being cleared by Customs we were again on our way. Our plane’s fuel range
is four and a half hours which is about the time it takes to fly to our final destination.
Bahia De Los Angeles is a small fishing village located on the Sea Of Cortez in
Mexico.
It was a beautiful, clear day. Flying at 5500', we could see forever. Flying south, the
Baja Peninsula is bordered on its west side by the Pacific Ocean, and the Sea Of
Cortez on its east side. At 10,000' feet, flying down the middle of the peninsula, it’s
possible to see, simultaneously, both of these bodies of water. At the northern end
of the Sea Of Cortez, near San Felipe, the tide is one of the largest in the world. As
the tide ebbs, the sea recedes so fast it’s as though someone pulled the plug in a
giant bathtub. When it’s ebb tide, without getting wet, you can walk a mile out on
the bare and damp sea floor to find beautiful sea shells. At this location, the ebbing
and rising of the tide creates a wondrous landscape visual from the air. Gorgeous,
graceful designs are sculpted in the sloping, exposed sand. This sand is separated
by the retreating seawater between the dark grey, wet sand, and the dry, white
sand. The result is the image of a forest of graceful, leafless, trees embedded in the
sand. These tree-like designs are along the northern shores on both sides of the
Sea Of Cortez. They can be seen only from aloft. It’s been said, "Flying is seeing
the World through God’s Eyes". For me, the sand sculpting exemplifies this truism.
The sculptures displayed appear as though humongous, artistic, fingers were at
play in the formation of all this beauty.
Landing at Bahia De Los Angeles was a real challenge. This village, as most Mexican villages at the time, had no radio communication capability. Before cell phones,
pilots could not inform the villagers of the flyer’s intentions. Therefore, to communicate with the locals of our impending arrival, our technique was to circle the town at
300' AGL flying over and parallel the runway. This enables those aloft to see what’s
happening below. It’s also a signal to the people on the ground that we want to
land, so clear the runway of all goats, donkeys, chickens, pigs, peacocks, cats,
dogs, pelicans and people. On this day, having done this, we set up to do a normal
approach, flying downwind, base, and final. In 1979, the runway was the main
street in the center of this sparse little town. In addition to the runway being short
(2,000' ), the shifting sand covering the landing strip was extremely challenging. On
final approach, flaps down, in slow flight, we landed. Mags off, engine off; with an
abrupt halt, our wheels quickly sank into deep sand. Before we could hop out of the
plane, several senores, all yelling in Spanish at the same time, waited for our prop
to stop, then quickly ran up to help move our plane out of the street. (Pushing our
2,000 pound bird through deep sand was nearly impossible without help.) With
Vince pulling on the tow bar, and six senores tugging, pulling, and grunting, we finally moved our plane out of the way. It was just in time to make way for another single engine airplane to land where we
had been stuck. Laughing and enjoying the camaraderie of this strenuous, successful effort, we all ran over, waited for
their propeller to stop, then helped push their plane aside. Such is the cooperation and camaraderie of the aviation community. The Cessna 206 following us was one of several airplanes bringing the Flying Samaritans to this city for the four
day weekend. The Flying Samaritans is an organization comprised of medical doctors, dentists, nurses, and technicians
who voluntarily fly periodically into Mexico to generously serve the locals, concerning their health issues, any way they
can.

This holiday week-end we all had one thing in common. We planned to partake of Mama and Papa Diaz’ Thanksgiving
dinner....roast pelican with all the trimmings. (Reservations required.) At that time, Mama & Papa Diaz ran the only motel and restaurant in town. Their facility was at the approach end of the runway so it wasn’t far for us to walk to sign up,
which we immediately did.
We were told by the Diaz’ that as any other seaside town, pelicans were plentiful whereas turkeys were no where to be
seen. Also, that about three months before Thanksgiving, pelicans were captured here, and cooped up nearby in a
huge fenced enclosure with fencing also covering the top to keep the pelicans from flying out. For the entire time they
were caged, the only food provided the birds was the same grain fed to turkeys. By the time the fourth week in November came around, the pelicans no longer had a fishy taste, but tasted like turkeys. The Good Samaritans mentioned
they set Thanksgiving weekend apart each year to travel here so they can once again enjoy the delicious Thanksgiving
meal at the Diaz’.

Bahia de Los Angeles
When the big day arrived, it wasn’t far for us to walk to the dining room as we had a room at the Diaz’ Motel. The Motel
was a modest structure with hardwood floors throughout. The main office consisted of a sofa, overstuffed chairs, a couple of small tables. The foyer was also equipped with a long counter where the visitors signed in. To one end was a
huge dining room. The motel rooms were lined up perpendicular to the main building, and facing the Bay Of Los Angeles for easy access to the sea to the east.
On Thanksgiving Day we approached the dining room anticipating our delicious Thanksgiving dinner, we could see
quite a line of people had also signed up. It seems the Good Samaritans and ourselves were not the only ones looking
forward to the holiday meal. This affair was anticipated by the native population residing in the sparse land surrounding
and within a hundred miles of the Diaz’ Restaurant. Waiting in line was not disagreeable at all. On the contrary, it was
delightful as we were treated to a delicious Margarita scooped from a huge elaborate ceramic container in the shape of
a flower vase with Mariachis playing soft music in the background. With all this frivolity, it was so easy to start up conversations with perfect strangers, finding out you had so much in common.
As we entered the dining room, we were greeted with flowers on each of the ten banquet tables, colorful paper-mache
turkeys hanging from the ceiling, plus the aroma of roast turkey. This would be a "sit down" dinner, not a buffet. As we
settled into our seats, the senora next to me introduced herself saying, "My name is Senora Robinson. I own a cattle
ranch in San Quintin and come here every year for the Diaz’ Thanksgiving Dinner. Meet my friend, ‘Maria’". Enjoying
our conversation with our new friends, it wasn’t long before we found we had experienced traveling to the same places
on the Mexican Mainland as well as the Norte Baja, California Peninsula.
As we ate our delicious meal of pelican breast, dressing, mashed potatoes, and all the trimmings, with flan for desert,
we commented how amazed we were that pelicans could really take on the flavor of roast turkey. Senora Robinson
broke out with a loud chuckle and laughingly, in her broken English, said, "Did you really think you were having pelican
for dinner? No, No, the Good Samaritans always, every Thanksgiving, fly in the turkeys from the States for the Diaz’ to
prepare."
(Proving how gullible we are, I’m surprised Senora Robinson didn’t try to sell us a few acres of swamp land she didn’t
own.)

“Prop-er” Safety Facts
Think a propeller is just a big fan in front of the pilot? Well, you may be right. If
it stops unexpectedly, the pilot starts to sweat a LOT!
All kidding aside for the moment, here are a few interesting facts about propellers:


Most propellers are made of aluminum, though I’m sure you’ve seen wooden props on
“antique” aircraft and Piper Cubs. It’s lightweight, which is why they use it for airplane parts,
but it isn’t a very hard metal, so it’s prone to nicks and pits. Of course, some ultralights,
antiques and older Piper Cubs use wood props (usually with metal strips on the leading
edges). There are also some exotic or composite (fiberglass, Kevlar, carbon/graphite) props
(especially helicopter rotor blades) out there, but even though they are lighter and stronger
and less prone to corrosion than aluminum, they’re way too expensive. So, unless you fly an
unusual airplane – and maybe even if you do – this article is for you. 



Modern propellers (actually, the basic design technology we use hasn’t changed much in
about 40 or 50 years) are pretty efficient at converting engine torque to thrust, with a
maximum efficiency of about 85%. Props are really airfoils, and the angle of attack changes
along the length of the blade (that’s the “twist” – see the diagram below and notice how the
shape looks just like the cross section of an aircraft wing!). It’s kinda interesting to think
about how the engine just makes the crankshaft spin down the longitudinal axis of the
airplane, but the propeller is hooked on to that and ends up pushing a lot of air past it,
making you and the airplane go forward. (Yeah, OK, so I’m an engineer, and I happen to
think simple physics is pretty cool!) 

Airfoil cross-sections of a propeller blade


The longer the blade and the higher the engine RPM, the faster the blade tip goes. Some
aircraft have RPM limitations just for this reason. On takeoff, prop tip speeds can approach
the speed of sound. Actually, some even do go supersonic, which creates a LOT of noise. (A
prime example is the Russian “Bear Bomber”, which not only routinely operates with
supersonic blade tips, but has counter-rotating props for each engine.) I won’t go into the
math and physics of that engineering here, so don’t stop reading, please!



The centrifugal loads – that’s the force that tries to pull the prop away from the hub – can
amount to between 10 and 20 tons (quick arithmetic: 20,000 to 40,000 lbs) PER blade. If
there’s even a tiny crack in your prop, you can get an idea of how much force there is pulling
on it. Wow! For those who fly a controllable pitch prop, you can also see why it’s important
to make sure that there’s no extra looseness or wobble in the hub assembly. Do you check for
that every time you fly? Of course, we all know that it’s VERY seldom that airplanes lose
propeller blades – they’ve been well engineered over the last 100+ years. Still, it’s always
prudent to check. The unbalanced forces that happen in such a case take over so fast that a
pilot can’t react and close the throttle or turn the key to “off” fast enough to prevent the
engine from being ripped from its mounting. VERY nasty and very fatal if you’re in the air!



Propeller blades do twist and flex to a certain extent when they are turning – even the fixed
pitch ones. The stresses imposed on the blades will be more concentrated in those spots
where there are nicks, pits, etc. If left untreated, the metal can be weakened enough to cause
blade failure. Now, this is pretty extreme, and it’s certain you’d never let yourself leave the
ground with a visible crack in the prop, but since most of the planes we fly are getting way
past 25 years old, it’s important to make sure the props are in good shape and are overhauled
as needed/required. If you rent, it’s doubly important to check carefully, as you don’t know
who flew it last and where it went! Any nick or gouge over 1/32 of an inch should be “dressed
out” by an A&P mechanic.



If the “P-Lead” isn’t connected to the magneto, grounding that mag, you will have a “hot” prop.
If you aren’t “grounding the mags” (turning the ignition switch momentarily to “OFF”) before
shutting down EVERY TIME, you may as well assume that if you move the prop at all, it could
start the engine. Think it’ll never happen to you? Well, I have had it personally happen to me
at least 4 or 5 times over the years that I’ve been flying my Cardinal. The key is in the “OFF”
position and the engine just keeps running quite happily. Oops! No P-Lead. Usually, it’s a
case of “the mechanic forgot” and is easily remedied when that grounding wire is reconnected.
Again, if you rent, and you weren’t the last one to shut the engine down, you’d better assume
the prop is “hot”.



Propellers are required by the FAA to have a log book all their own, and they are subject to
ADs and SBs (that’s Airworthiness Directives and Service Bulletins)
just like the rest of the airplane. These should be known to you, and
should be checked at the time of overhaul. A reputable shop will
make sure they’re complied with, but it’s always wise to know about
them yourself, because in the end, it’s your responsibility (legally and
for safety) to make sure they’re complied with before you go flying.



Ever wonder why most props are painted instead of polished or buffed?
Simple: to stop oxidation and corrosion. If left to the air, the aluminum
will begin to corrode. There are some “purists” who have lots of time and
will keep their props all buffed out, but that’s not the majority of us. If the
paint on your prop is wearing thin or is chipped, it would be a good idea to
repaint. Note that the reason for painting the back of the prop flat black is that it cuts down
on glare and the possibility of “flicker vertigo” (I really must do a safety article on that one of
these days).



One last note: It’s a really good idea to have a “dynamic” balancing done on a propeller. The
static balancing done at an overhaul shop is good, but once the prop is mounted to the
engine, there are other things that can contribute to imbalance and it’s nice to have it “tuned
up”, so to speak. The less stress a prop has, the longer it will last and the safer you’ll fly. It’s
amazing how much the overall vibration can be reduced, and everything in the airplane, from
pilot to instruments, benefits from a smoother ride.

I hope you learned something new about propellers!
Fly Safely!
Claudia Ferguson, Safety Chairman
San Fernando Valley 99s
© CK Ferguson 2015

Oct. 9, 2015
Friends in High Places
Do you know the names of the Channel Islands and can you name them in order? Prior to our sightseeing
adventure I could not.
Diane Myers mentioned to me that she would be taking a former student on a scenic flight around the
Channel Islands and I was fortunate to be invited to join them.
I arrived at Diane’s home and we climbed into her Beautiful Shiny Red Tesla and silently glided down the 5
freeway to the Palomar Airport (KCRQ) to greet her Twin Cessna 414. The airplane had been washed and
serviced and was waiting for us to climb in. After a thorough and detailed pre-flight we taxied for takeoff on
runway 24.
Our flight took us up the coast toward San Pedro where we had a clear
view of the Queen Mary and Spruce Goose’s former hanger. We passed
Torrance airport and with permission flew the “mini route” to transition the Class Bravo airspace above LAX. At Marina Del Ray we notified
Santa Monica “KSMO” that we had the ATIS information and made the
perfect landing on runway 21.
After the fuel tanks were topped off, Diane, Warren and I boarded her aircraft once
again and plotted a course for the Channel Islands and Catalina Island.
The Channel Islands of California are a chain of eight islands located in the Pacific Ocean
off the coast of Southern California, along the Santa Barbara Channel. Five of the islands
are part of Channel Islands National Park, and the waters surrounding these islands
make up Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary. The islands were first colonized by
the Chumash and Tongva Native Americans 13,000 years ago, who were then displaced
by European settlers who used the islands for fishing and agriculture. The U.S. military
uses two of the islands as training grounds, weapons test sites, and as a strategic
defense location. The Channel Islands and the surrounding waters house a diverse ecosystem with many
endemic species and subspecies. The eight islands are split among the jurisdictions of three separate California counties: Santa Barbara County (four), Ventura County (two), and Los Angeles County (two). The islands
are divided into two groups—the Northern Channel Islands and the Southern Channel Islands. The four Northern Islands used to
be a single landmass
known as Santa
Rosa.

Channel Islands scenic tour,
depicted on Foreflight

The archipelago extends for 160 miles (257 km) between San Miguel Island in the north and San Clemente
Island in the south. Together, the islands’ land area totals 221,331 acres (89,569 ha), or about 346 square
miles (900 km2).
Five of the islands (San Miguel, Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz, Anacapa, and Santa Barbara) were made into the
Channel Islands National Park in 1980. The Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary encompasses the
waters six nautical miles (11 kilometers) off Anacapa, Santa Cruz, San Miguel, Santa Rosa, and Santa Barbara
islands.
Santa Catalina Island is the only one of the eight islands with a significant permanent civilian settlement—the
resort city of Avalon, California, and the unincorporated town of Two Harbors.
We returned to KCRQ after an amazing 357 NM of clear skies, no wind, perfect weather day.
During our return flight Diane told us that when she was flying the DC-10 a fellow pilot told her a way to
remember the names of the Islands was “Miguel took Rosa on a Cruz to Anacapa”.
Becky Valdez

San Miguel Islands—wind-swept dunes

Thousands of sea lions share the beaches on San Miguel ALL the brown spots are sea lions

Santa Cruz Island

South-west side of Santa Rosa Island

Rocks on east side of Anacapa Island

Becky—Chief photographer
for the scenic tour

Catalina Airport

There must be a hex over our planned fly-ins to San Diego airports . . .
** On Sat, May 16th, Colleen had planned on a nice VFR day for our fly-in to Gillespie for proficiency, lunch, and meeting some
San Diego 99s. However - the weather had other ideas! Saturday morning started out gray, and stayed that way until early
afternoon. Four pilots with planes had planned to fly, however, 2 of the pilots are not IFR current. Two airplanes flew down
anyway to share lunch with friends.
** Our official fly-ins must be VFR, yet this wasn’t going to happen on Saturday, October 17. Change of plans: a non-fly-in! A total
of seven of us in two planes flew IFR from John Wayne to Montgomery. Diane Myers was in the left seat of a Cessna 172,
N402ER from Sunrise Aviation. Becky Valdez flew right seat, Heather Bradley was in the back with friend and fellow pilot Laura
Storke. Colleen Handrahan flew with Patty and Peter Murray in their Piper Arrow, N9PM. We met in Casa Machado at KMYF
where we enjoyed a delicious lunch and great conversation! Although the weather seemed rather gloomy from the ground, the
view from our 172 enroute between KSNA and KMYF was nothing short of breathtaking. The blue sky above us, the expanse of
white clouds below us, the exposed and visible coastline, and the peaks of the Santa Ana Mountains in the distance—this is why
we fly!
-Story by Heather Bradley. Heather is recovering from a serious back injury. We hope she will be back in the air soon.

Becky flew in the right front seat
Laura & Heather in back seat

Our view for the entire flight

Non-fly-in lunch bunch at Casa Machado, Montgomery airport::
Becky, Diane, Colleen, Heather, Laura, Patty
- photo taken by Peter Murray

Saddleback, peeking over the clouds
/
/

Ready to fly back to SNA—still cloudy . . .

San Francisco Bay tour—by air

- by Diane Myers

Celia Vanderpool & I flew to Watsonville Thurs, 22 Oct, in her classic Cessna 180
for the SWS Section meeting in Santa Cruz.
On Friday we went flying in a Twin Tecnam P2006T from Ocean Air, KWVI.
I requested the Bay tour: We flew over Santa Cruz, up the west side of the San
Francisco peninsula, passing Half Moon Bay airport peeking out under the
clouds. We flew north, passing west of KSFO at 3500’, per ATC, then over the
Golden Gate bridge, also mostly covered with clouds.
We circled Alcatraz a couple of times, then reversed course back to KWVI.
I did all the flying, and Celia slid from side to side in the back taking photos
of the great scenery.

KSFO - Runways 1L and 1R

Alcatraz Island—Developed with facilities
for a lighthouse, a military fortification, a
military prison, and a federal prison.

Santa Cruz

Golden Gate bridge—one of the most internationally recognized
symbols of San Francisco, California, and the United States.

Landing Rwy 20
KWVI

Treasure Island—Built 1936–37 for the 1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition, the island's World’s Fair site is a
California Historical Landmark .

Celia & Diane and
the Twin Tecnam,
P2006T
2 Rotax Engines,
2,712# GW,
Max Range 620nm,
30 Min Reserve,
50 Gal Fuel Total

Happy November Birthday
18 Kim Nobles
24 Melissa Johnson
27 Beverly Allen

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated, and please send the date to Becky Valdez, fxala@hotmail.com .

OUR MISSION
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OrangeCounty99s@gmail.com
To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

